Eye position signals in the abducens and oculomotor nuclei of monkeys during ocular convergence.
Many neurons in oculomotor pathways encode signals related to eye position. For example, motoneurons in the third, fourth, and sixth cranial nuclei discharge at highly regular rates during fixation intervals. During fixations of far targets, their tonic discharge is linearly related to conjugate eye position. Previous studies provided evidence that premotor cells in brainstem pathways also encoded conjugate eye position. McConville et al. (this volume), however, measured eye movements during binocular fixations when the eyes were converged and concluded that the position signal encoded by premotor position-vestibular-pause (PVP) cells in the vestibular nuclei is related to monocular (right or left) eye position rather than to conjugate eye position. This surprising relationship would not have been noticed in earlier studies that measured the movements of only one eye (using a single eye coil) or that measured only the conjugate movements of the two eyes (using bitemporal EOG electrodes). How general a feature of oculomotor signal processing is this finding? In this paper, we re-examine the eye position signal in abducens and oculomotor neurons when the movements of the two eyes are conjugate and when they are disjunctive and therefore disassociated. The data suggest that abducens neurons (AMNs and AINs) and oculomotor neurons (putative medial rectus motoneurons), unlike PVP cells, are not monocular but encode mixtures of right and left eye position signals.